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and yes — I do work in museums and dig up sites



objects and meaning making

our topic today



objects and meaning making

spoiler 

object — I will challenge this term and replace it with assembly  
making — I will connect this term with performance, design and agency 

meaning — this term will then take care of itself 

and I will not really be talking about objects, persons, communication, knowledge, learning 
except as secondary artifacts 



objects things and meaning making

context 

our topic today lies within an, as yet, unnamed field 
— PRAGMATOLOGY 

“pragmata” – things-and-things-done 
involving PRAGMATOGONY — where things come from, their genealogy 

and PRAGMATOGRAPHIA — their representation, mediation 

the archaeological imagination is a mobilizing energy in this field
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pragmatology

a design and performance paradigm 

within which we might understand the history and potential of museum practices 
in ways that are “design-actionable”



our cyborg selves — living things?



our cyborg selves — the life of things

the cyborg is not a specter of the future 
for as long as we have been human we have been hybrid phenomena 

our biology and culture have been coevolving for 200k years and more 

I take this as a premise of our conference, like the following …



objects and the museum today

premises 

to curate meaning as well as steward collections 
to design, to stage visitor experiences 

through interaction and mobilization — worth/value is an emergent quality   
to attend to the intangible — material form and immaterial significance are inseparable 

to locate museum practices with respect to stakeholder communities and interests



our cyborg selves

new materialism, object oriented ontologies, post-phenomenology, post-representation et al 
— fashionable fluff 

the techno-utopian solutions of Google, Apple, Elon Musk, Zuckerberg and Facebook 
— the consequences of unfettered capitalism 

are not new, are not “modern”



so why am I saying we have always been cyborgs?



to shift us to a bigger picture and agenda, asking 
 — just what is it to be human?

so why am I saying we have always been cyborgs? 

— to focus on the human in human-centered user-centered, interaction, experience 
design



hybrid people-and-things

a quick thought experiment — for orientation 
lives of  people-and-things



ask — what is being connected?

to understand our cyborg selves  

beyond a focus on object form, material/substance, engineering, styling
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a soundtrack to live your life by 
customized sharing (from mix tape to Snapchat)

the Walkman 
an origin of contemporary (digital) identity management (!)



things are assemblies

assemblage, articulation, representation, delegation 

leave behind and surpass notions of context, object, technology, culture, person



so what?

things are assemblies



enormous implications for AI  
— largely unacknowledged

things are assemblies — so what?



assemblage creates objecthood, personhood, 
distinctions between human and non-human et al

things are assemblies — so what? 

hint — think of political assembly — think RES PUBLICA



let’s take an archaeological perspective on connecting 
people and things

the modern museum arose as part of an evolving antiquarian/archaeological sensibility 
in the 17th and 18th centuries



working with what remains — the archaeological circuit

what do we do in museums?
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the model parses a field of experience

collecting sherds from a site 
walking the corridors of an archive 

mapping a building 
gathering photo memories 

writing a paper about the end of the Bronze Age



consider fields of potential 

encounter implies a geology — surfaces, foldings, erosions, tropospheres …  
gathering implies an architecture — scaffolding, framing, arrangement …  

transformation implies an alchemy — translation, metamorphosis, catalysis …
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the archaeological circuit is a design scenario



consider theatre/archaeology as performance design

the rearticulation of fragments of the past as real-time event 

projects, events, writings since 1993
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what is involved? what might you do?

rearticulating fragments of the past 

when you visit a site 
when you tell of a place to others 

when you compose a story or build a model around what remains 



consider this diagram of archaeological things

traces — remains, ruins, things left over 
vestiges — impressions left over, tracks, footprints that persist
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this is a form of  
heuristic visualization pioneered by Greimas

semiotic spaces wherein meaning may be shaped and discovered
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how is this theatre?
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what does this indicate for design?
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another way of describing this process 
— “design thinking”



a truly human centered design paradigm

action-oriented focused on process and need 
rooted in tried and tested  principles and procedures 

can deliver creative, radical disruptive innovation 
is nomadic and site specific 

  
relocates the aesthetic (cognition, perception, evaluation)   

in a transcendental aesthetic



a truly human centered design paradigm

is this not the mission of the museum 
as institution, as sensibility, as gesamtkunstwerk …?  
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